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The diversity of modeling approaches in computational
neuroscience makes model sharing, retrieval, reuse and
reproducibility difficult and even sometimes impossible. To
address this problem, standardized languages have been
developed by and for the community, such as NeuroML
[1], PyNN [2] and NineML (http://software.incf.org/soft-
ware/nineml). Although these languages enable software
interoperability and therefore model reuse and reproduci-
bility, they lack semantic information that would facilitate
efficient model sharing and retrieval.
In the context of the INCF Multi-Scale Modeling

(MSM) program, we have developed an ontology to anno-
tate spiking network models described with NineML and
other structured model description languages. Ontologies
are formal models of knowledge in a particular domain
and composed of classes that represent concepts defining
the field as well as the logical relations that link these con-
cepts together [3]. These classes and relations have unique
identifiers and definitions that allow unambiguous annota-
tion of digital resources such as web pages or model
source code. Implemented in a machine-readable format,
these knowledge models can be used to design more effi-
cient and intuitive information retrieval systems for
experts in the field.
We are proposing the first version of the Computational

Neuroscience Ontology or CNO. This ontology is com-
posed of 207 classes representing general concepts related
to computational neuroscience organized in a hierarchy of
concepts. CNO is currently available on Bioportal (http://
bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/3003).

The design of CNO follows some of the recommenda-
tions of the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontologies
(OBO) community and is compatible with the ontolo-
gies developed and maintained within the Neuroscience
Information Framework (NIF, [4]http://www.neuinfo.
org). Integration with this large federation of neu-
roscience ontologies has two main advantages: (1) it
allows the linking of models with biological information,
creating a bridge between computational and experi-
mental knowledge bases; (2) as ontology development is
an iterative process that relies on inputs from the com-
munity, NIF has developed NeuroLex (http://neurolex.
org), an effective collaborative platform, available for
community inputs on the content in CNO.
With the further development of CNO based on

inputs from the community, we hope CNO will provide
a useful framework to federate digital resources in the
field of computational neuroscience.
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